
 

  



 



 



 

Hunt ID: Al-WDeerTurkey-All-NTAATLA-BWHS-LAYC   

Have you ever heard of the huge delta deer in Located in Fosters, Alabama, and southern 

Tuscaloosa County? We hunt 2,500 acres of prime delta bottom land for big bucks. We have been 

under a trophy quality management program since 1977! We are easily accessible from Atlanta 

Georgia, Tuscaloosa, Birmingham, Montgomery, Memphis Tennessee, Jackson Mississippi and New 

Orleans, Louisiana.  These deer are son big because they are not native southern Alabama deer. 

During the depression meat hunting to feed your family wiped out the delta deer population. When 

good times returned Minnesota deer were transplanted down in the delta. That strain of whitetail 

deer is still the prevalent deer in the area.   

  



These deer run about 100 pounds heavier than the original delta deer, with much larger racks to 

show for it. But here you don’t have to hunt in the Minnesota cold.  

We also have several hundred acres in the famed Northwest Mississippi Delta and are offering a 

very limited number of hunts (only 2-4 hunters per hunt). In Alabama we can host up to 6 hunters 

per hunt. Hunt with Rifle, Black Powder or Bow in either location.   

Hunting Lodge and Accommodations  

  

Enjoy comfortable lodging and home cooked meals on our Alabama deer hunts. The Mississippi 

hunters have comfortable accommodations at a local hotel.   

Because we have hunts available in two regions, we enjoy providing hunts during two ruts. In  

Mississippi, the rut hits late November through Christmas. In Alabama we hunt from midDecember 

to mid-January. We practice quality game management by attempting to take mature bucks with 

17" spread or better. There are penalty fees for undersized bucks taken. Realistically, you can 

expect to see bucks in Alabama from 115 to 150 and in Mississippi from 150 up to 170!   

Our hunters enjoy the convenience of strategically located ladder stands in the hardwoods and 

hunting out of shooting house and tri-pods over the highest protein fields of corn, soybean and 

wheat.  

Alabama & Mississippi Hunts: For the past 3 years we have also been offering very limited hunts in 

North West Mississippi on several thousand acres in the famed Mississippi Delta. In both Mississippi 

and Alabama we offer Bow, Black Powder and Rifle Hunts. The Mississippi Delta Hunts are limited 

to 2-4 hunters per hunt and to 4-6 hunters on our Alabama hunts.  

Lodging and Meals: Offered on all of our Alabama Hunts. At this time, in Mississippi, we offer only 

a guide and hunt. Lodging and meals are at the hunters' expense at motels located at Clarksdale, 

Mississippi.  

Rut Hunts in 2 States: By hunting in two states we are able to offer our hunters the chance to hunt 

two different distinct ruts. The MS. Delta rut runs from late Nov. to approx. December 25th. The 

Alabama rut runs from approximately December 15th to approximately Jan 20th. After Jan. 20th 

you would be hunting the secondary rut. In both states we are trying to take 3 1/2 year old or 

older buck, with minimum outside spreads of 17 in. or better.  

Quality Game Management: In Mississippi there is a 125 B&C Gross Minimum, because anything 

that scores less than that will likely be a 2 1/2 year old buck. There are penalty fees charged in 

both states for any under sized buck taken. Due to great genetics and low hunting pressure the 



quality of bucks are a little bit better in the Mississippi Delta than the bucks you will find in Alabama. 

Most of our bucks taken in Alabama will Gross Score 115 B&C up to 150 B&C. Our bucks in the 

Mississippi Delta will gross score 125 B&C up to 170 B&C plus. There is a much better chance to 

kill 150-170 B&C plus bucks on our Mississippi Delta Hunts.  

We have 4,000 acres to hunt on. You will hunt on corn, wheat and clover fields and oak flats in the 

hardwood timber stands. We offer very exclusive hunting to both the bow hunter as well as the 

rifle hunter. We do not hunt more than 6 hunters at one time, so you know when you come here 

you won't have to worry about hunting with large groups. Lodging and meals are available on all 

hunts. Meals consist of a Continental Breakfast on your own and hot...  

 

Mike Lollar - Owner  

Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com 

eMail = GetBetter@SportsmansLogistics.com 

15596 W. County Rd. 18E 

Loveland, CO 80537 

970-593-0267 

We accept 

  Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid for all 
hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the hunt of your 

dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better physical condition than 
you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when you can afford it, hunt now while you 
are physically able. This program is a must for a hunter filling his bucket list!  

  

http://www.sportsmanslogistics.com/

